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For many years in the great state of Florida since the days of Anita Bryant was protesting the homosexual agenda in the 

1977 Miami/Dade campaign Save Our Children, a fire of consternation was simmering in the underground political scene, 

a revolution in the making by planting multiple incremental seeds of revolt now flourishing statewide in Florida, 

manifesting to a full bloom of peaceful Revolution in the 2020s! 

UPRISING 

Currently throughout the state we are witnessing a localist uprising never before seen in counties and school districts 

across Florida demanding a halt and elimination to the unamerican liberal, anti-Christian policies and agendas that are 

totally hostile and contrary to our faith, constitution, traditions and heritage of this wonderful state. For decades the RINO 

uni-party leadership within the GOP have refused to listen to the silent conservative majority and now to their demise they 

are being forced to the table only to discover it’s a bit too late. The real conservative republicans are the new political 

pioneers forcing a way through the liberal wilderness of betrayal and tyranny being the rebellious infection of the 

establishment RINO uni-party! 

POLITICAL PIONEERS 

The growing political pioneers are forming groups and organizations countywide and statewide to make their voices heard 

and obeyed, and yes, I said obeyed! They are forcing the constitutional fact that only by the “consent of the governed” do 

they have their power loaned by We the People. For too long these political parasites who live off our substance have 

ignored the will of the people and it shall be to their own destruction and proper humiliation they receive this reward of 

defeat and removal. 

TRIBES IN THE WILDERNESS 

This new political wilderness is forcefully emerging and kindling the formation of a peaceful army of social tribes aligned 

on policy, faith and issue. The various teams and tribes of influence are gathering in a form of resistance based upon the 

historical ideologies of their ancestors and founders who made this country great based upon strongly held Christian beliefs 

and principles. The influence of this perfect political storm is being heard around the world via the new media of we the 

people and citizens journalist. The power of this movement is within the organic nature of its decentralized source being 

from the true grassroots and not fake GOP centralized controlled astroturf, coupled with the complicit fertilization of fake 

news. The growth, alignment and assembly of the disenfranchised conservative majority populace is becoming an 

increasing source of irritation to the establishment uni-party (republicrats & demopubs) in their efforts of infiltration and 

suppression of the consent of the governed. In recent months, many county Republican Executive Committees (RECs) have 

experienced revolt across the state and felt the effects of their stubborn, ignorant ways by removal or flip of REC leadership. 

This result is just beginning and is being facilitated and forged by a new tribe in the Florida wilderness of political revolt. 

The local people, truly being assembled in a Republican form of government as stated in our constitution, is that new tribal 

team!  The Florida Republican Assembly. 

THE NEW TRIBE 

This new social territory being traveled is uncharted, rough difficult terrain requiring passionate, dedicated, and hardened 

political explorers with mature knowledge and spiritual experience to penetrate and overcome the evil snakes and vultures 

of graft, ego and opportunity. WARNING-Not for wannabes, opportunists, socialites, hobbyists, or those easily offended 

nor the faint of heart. When referring to this new tribe, I knowingly do so loosely but with serious respect to the various 

tribes that existed in colonial America as they perceived the new settlers as invaders then. Now, likewise, we too see these 

liberal uni-party RINOS and republicrats as parasitical invaders of our land. The new tribal team is We the People organized 

and assembled in the county subdivisions of the state, being assembled for the distinct purpose of making the consent of 

the governed heard and obeyed! 

 



THE REPUBLICAN ASSEMBLY 

Introducing and declaring the return of constitutional representation at the nearest level in the county where it starts, as 

the founders intended with a Republican form of government assembled. The Florida Republican Assembly are the 

contemporary pioneers of a new resistance traversing the political wilderness of treason, tyranny and takeover of our 

sacred GOD given land. Within the founding mission of this national organization of societal pioneers it is stated to be a 

Christian Judeo based team since 1935 whose principles echo and pursue those of the early pilgrims of 1620. Endeavoring 

a reformation to the roots of our nation being the Bible, GODS holy word for self-governance. It has become increasingly 

clear that much of America has forgot the path from which we came and no longer are we one nation under God and it is 

for this cause the FRA is dedicated to return on this once noble path of GODLY self-governance. Let us remember, as 

scripture declares, faith without works is dead. 

THE GRAND JURY WEAPON 

On April 4, 2022, we the people began a team effort of speaking in unity requesting that Governor DeSantis, pursuant to 

Florida statute, convene a statewide grand jury to investigate 4 threatening crimes of conspiracy existing in the state of 

Florida. This effort can be found at  www.TheFloridaFix.com.  Finally in late June of 2022 the governor announced he would 

be forming a statewide grand jury to investigate the impact the illegal open border is having upon the state of Florida. 

Within a few months several presentments were made, and just recently former ICE director and Trump appointee Tom 

Homan testified to this grand jury the criminal impact the federal governments malfeasance is having upon our state. Then 

in December of 2022 Governor DeSantis announced a second grand jury we requested would be convened to investigate 

the suspected Covid scamdemic. This grand jury legal weapon of process was made possible by we the people organized 

and United within the multiple political groups, businesses, and churches working as a collaborative team United in their 

goal of remonstrance and remedy of redress with one voice shouting from the rooftops of society demanding Truth & 

Justice for all. 

TRUTH IS LIKE A LION 

We the people working collaboratively in our various groups, teams and tribes is the machine that will surely provide the 

power to sound the alarm loud and clear throughout our land that truth must be loosed and revealed. Once the truth is 

free it will be like a Lion loosed and will defend itself!! Let us dedicate ourselves United in the effort of revealing the truth, 

however so troubling or disturbing it may be. 

May GOD bless America in our efforts of reformative restoration to her beginnings of 1620 AD. 

For more info contact- 

Mike Zarzano 941-800-7555 

IntermodalMike@gmail.com 

 

Please collaborate & share our web site links below- 

 

RealRepublicanParty.org FACEBOOK 

TheFloridaFix.com  ACTION ITEM 

CountyCongress.com  CONSTUTIONAL CONGRESS 

KillingElections.org  VIDEO 

KillingCommunism.org  VIDEO 

MosaicKills.com   VIDEO 

Killing911.com   VIDEO 

MilitaryAlert.org  WARNING 

TruthActionProject.org  ACTION ITEM 
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